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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
UNITED STATES STRATEGIC COMMAND

Reply To:
USSTRATCOM/J0CS
901 SAC BLVD STE 2A5
OFFUTT AFB NE 68113

12 Jan 17
SM// 3002-1 7

Thank you for your 27 February 2015 Freedom of Infonnation Act request. After carefully
reviewing the enclosed documents, I have determined certain portions are releasable. However,
there are portions I am withholding.
As the Initial Denial Authority, I am denying portions of the enclosed documents as they are
properly classified in the interest of national defense according to Executive Order 13526,
Classified National Security Information, Sections 1.4.(a)-(c).
I am totally denying 1,170 pages of OPLAN 8010-08 and 1,070 pages of OPLAN 8010-12. I
have determined it is not reasonable to segregate portions of these pages due to the condensed
classified nature of the infonnation.
In accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 552, Freedom ofInformation Act, Exemption 1 is hereby invoked,
and require this information be withheld. If you are not satisfied with this action, you may
appeal this response to the appellate authority, Ms. Joo Chung, Director of Oversight and
Compliance, Office of the Secretary of Defense. The appellate address is: ODCMO, Director of
Oversight and Compliance, 4800 Mark Center Drive ATTN: DPCLTD, FOIA Appeals, Mailbox
#24, Alexandria VA 22350-1700. As an alternative, you may use the OSD FOIA request portal
at http://pal.whs.mil/palMain.aspx; or e-mail your appeal to OSD.FOIA-APPEAL@mail.mil.
Your appeal should be submitted within 90 calendar days of this letter and should cite case
number 17-004, and be clearly marked "Freedom oflnfonnation Act Appeal." There are no fees
associated with processing your request.

Major General, U.S. Anny
Chief of Staff
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•
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FOIA review completed on 12 January
2017. Portions of this document no longer
meet the classification standards of E.O.
13526, Section 1.4. As such, I am
downgrading specific portion-marked
paragraphs as "UNCLASSIFIED."
Partial classification downgrade executed

by:
DANIELL KARBLER
Major General, U.S. Army
Chief of Staff
U.S. Strategic Command
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OFFUTI' AIR FORCE BASE, NE 68113-6500
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SUBJECT: CDRUSSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-08 (U)
SEE DISTRIBUTION
1. (U) CDRUSSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-08 fulfills a requirement established in
Appendix B to Enclosure D, CJCSI 3110.0lE, Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan
(JSCP) 05, and is effective for pJaooiog purposes only until Secretary of Defense
(SecDef) approval and plan implementation, scheduled for 1 February 2008.

(U) 2. -f8)- Upon SecDef approval and plan implementation, CDRUSSTRATCOM OPLAN
8010-08 supersedes USCINCSTRAT OPLAN 8044-98 dated 25 Jao.uary 2001,
CDRUSSTRATCOM Global Strike Interim Capability OPORD dated
08 September 2004, and CDRUSSTRATCOM Strategic Deterrence Interim .
Capability OPORD dated 10 May 2005, in their entireties. Strategic forces will
continue to be capable of providing a credible response to any attack at any time.
The nuclear attack structure and all developed Global Strike Support Documents
in existence on 1 February 2008 will remain i.n effect.

3. (U) CDRUSSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-08 was coordinated with USTRANSCOM,
USJFCOM,USSOCOM,USPACOM,USEUCOM,USCENTCOM,USNORTHCOM,
USSOUTHCOM, the Joint Staff, the Services, and supporting component and task
force cnrnrnanders during preparation.
4. (U) The supporting plans listed in Base Plan, paragraph 3b (Tasks) must be
prepared and forwarded to this headquarters for review within 60 days of SecDef
approval of CDRUSSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-08.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

. o.1,11_,1111.........- -..
.0
Brq~·cr General, USAF
D1in't:tm",, Plane and Policy

DISTRIBUTION:
(AnnexZ)
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CDRUSSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-08 M

(U) SECURITY INSTRUCTIONS AND RECORD OF CHANGES
(U) 1. -f8t-'nle long title of this plan is CDRUSSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-08, Global

Deterrence and Strike. 'nle short title is CDRUSSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-08.
2, (U) This document is classified SECRET to protect information revealing
opera.ti.on plans of the US military. Information in OPLAN 8010 must be
disaeminated. only to those agencies and personnel whose official duties
specifically require knowledge of the plan, including those required to develop
supporting plans.
3. (U) This document contains information affecting the national defense of the
United States within the meaning of the Espionage Laws, title 18 of the United
States Code, sections 793 and 794. 'nle transmi88ion or revelation of information
contained herein, in any manner, to an unauthorized person is prolubited by
law.
4. (U) Reproduction of this document, in whole or in part without permission of _
this headquarters, is prohibited, except as required for the preparation of
supporting plans.

Derived from: Multiple Sources
Declassify on: 1 February 2018
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USSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-08 M
Executive Summary (U)
1. (U) Situation

a. ~General. Commander, US Strategic Command (CDRUSSTRATCOM)
OPLAN 8010 responds to Contingency Planning Guidance FY 05 and CJCSI
3110.0lE and Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan FY 06 (JSCP FY 06) tasking that
directs development of a Global Deterrence and Strike Plan. The nn,rnnse of
OPLAN 8010 is to rovide national leadershi with

typical Geographic Combatant
...,Co,,,.....m_m_an.....,.d..,.G=cc=,...,d-,-evet-=-o-ped--,--p.,...lan-.-=The=--=basi-,-c-a___,nnexes will describe how
USSTRATCOM's capabilities will be used to address each adversary. Not all
described activities will be appropriate in all circumstances, but
CDRUSSTRATCOM will choose each as required to achieve the objectives and
effects forrkijS.C:i.4lajUssc
In addition, for this plan to be successful,
planning coordination must occur betw~1 each affected
hie Combatant
Command during the
·•
Al
1
·
tion ·
of

!

mrx:;;.;~·

·
Finally, the development and implementation of strategic
themes and messages that support the identified actions
~»Jfs.c 1-4•> !is eaaential for the identified deterrent action ~ be
•

I

(U) (1),ta Political-Military Environment. Threats to the United States and its
vital interests are diverse and cannot be fully predicted. Numerous nations and
non-state actors are aggressively pursuing Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD)

Derived from: Multiple Sources
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and associated delivery systems as a means to advance their interests through
intimidation and coercion. Within this dynamic and uncertain security
environment, OPLAN 8010 supports the National Defense Strategy's ways of
assuring allies and friends, dissuading potential adversaries, deterring aggression,
and defeating adversaries.

Modem challenges reqwre a new concept o
e
cc, p
wi
revised joint force capabilities that provide a wider range of
military deterrent options. Effective deterrence is adversary dependent; each
advers
has a unique decision calculus that guides behaviors and actions.
ese strategies and actions span daily operations as w as all
phases of conflict. Our awareness and understanding of the current global
security environment; our need to assure allies and friends; and the requirement
to deter, and ssibl defeat our adversaries all dictate the status and o rational
readineS )(1) Sec. 1. a SC

Effective
eterrence operations convince versanes not to
e actions
t
n US
vital interests by decisively influencing their decision-making. Decisive influence
is achieved by credibly demonstrating the will and means to deny benefits and/ or
impose costs, while encouraging restraint by convincing the actor that restraint
will result in an acceptable outcome. Because of the uncertain future security
environment, new threats to US vital interests may emerge; OPLAN 8010
deterrence strategy anc.i planning are sufficiently robust and flexible to
accommodate these changes when they occur.
(3),ej Global Strike (GS) ;Execution. Per the 00 JOC, GS is the capability to
plan rapidly and deliver limited-duration and extended-range attacks to achieve
prcclalon eflecta api,m lughll\ Ill!~.....,. aDCIJI in IIIIPMl:t o£ naticmal ;

r

&,f.iipro@adm: objectiycs

r
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Combatant commanders will normall conduct G
esu
and
suppo
comman
on ps
wt
are
eated in
paragraph 5 (Command and Control) and Annex J (Command Relationships).
Combatant commanders may use in-theater capabilities and global capabilities ·
individually or in concert with each other, but the defining characteristic of GS
will be its unique blend of military capabilities without resort to large numbers of
general purpose forces traditionally associated with major combat operations.
(U)b.'i9r,Area ofConc;ern. CDRUSSTRATCOM has no geographic area of
responsibility (AOR) for normal operations and will not exercise those functions of
command associated with area responsibility. CDRUSSTRATCOM will be the
supported commander for OPLAN 8010 courses of action (COAs) development in
full partnership with the affected acc. The CDRUSSTRATCOM's area of interest
(AOI) for military operations is global, particularly involving operations that
transcend ace boundaries. CDRUSSTRATCOM must b e ~ to support
operations aa directed by the President and Secretary of Defense (SecDeJ) as well
as to support combatant commander requests for OPLAN 8010 planning, option
execution, or operational support. OPLAN 8010 forces will operate on a global
basis as necessary to satisfy national or theater objectives.
threaten US freedom of action, vital
interests, an
tary cap
ties oca: m different geographic AORs and across
multiple domains. CDRUSSTRATCOM's global responsibilities coupled with the
OCCa' adversary focus nemeuds a unique, adversary-specific plan construct for
Global Deterrence and Strike efforts.
(1). (U) Adversary-Specific Cemnaigp Plappjpg(a) -f8t Comprehensive and tailored ad
and in ·
ce for this OPLAN
·•

(U) (b) 1st-Plan objectives encompass a comprehensive range of effectsbaaed options that are tailored to specific scenarios. Each appendix contains
enemy courses of action, and desired regional end-states and strategic objectives
originating from USG policy and reflect combatant commlUld collaboration. T.liese
appendices translate strategic objectives into desired effects tailored to potential
political/military contexts. 'Ibey also translate effects into a spectrum of options
that work in concert with an integrated comrn1m.ication campaign to shape
vii
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adversary perceptions, intentions, and actions across all campaign phases as well
as influence other regional and global actors.

(c) jBt Depending on the level of planning, each option contains

(U) (d) -tet,Adversary appendices are designed for use by all commands

and agencies.
d (U) Friendly Forces

(1) (U) Center of Gravity. The nation's ability to deter aggression or
coercion rests on both the perception and reality of its capabilities and political
will. The perception of the nation's capability and will is crucial for influencing
adversary decision making as it affects that adversary's calculation of costs and
benefits, and the consequences of restraint, while the reality of that adversary's
capability and will determines the likelihood of successfully defeating its offensive
capability. Due to the inseparable nature of national capability and will in
deterrence, they represent a single center of gravity, supported by the following
critical capabilities: global situational awareness; command and control; forward
presence; security cooperation and military integration and interoperability; force
projection; active and passive defenses; and strategic communication. US critical
vulnerabilities
on adversary capabilities and therefore ~~ vary from
~ to adveJ:tit~!'!.Jbx1I
ussc

arebased

r

.

1

C

Sec:~.,

(2) (U) Strength and composition. CDRUSSTRATCOM has Combatant
Command (Command Authority) (COCOM) for forces delineated in Forces for
Unified Commands (liY 06) and Global Force Management Guidance (liY 05).
CDRUSSTRATCOM will plan with all forces reasonably deemed essential to meet
objectives.
e. (Ul kgaj considerations. Legal review is.required in the development of
strike options and prior to option execution to ensure compliance with the US
Constitution, applicable US statutes, international treaty/agreement obligations to
which the US is a party, the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC), customary
international law, rules of engagement (ROE), and national policies. The use of
any weapon, kinetic or non-kinetic, must satisfy the key principles of LOAC:
military necessity, avoidance of unnecessary suffering, proportionality, and
viii
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discrimination or distinction. All of these factors must be taken into account
during COA development and execution.
f. (U)

Riak tM!tietiT

(U) (1) 19t'Risk. Deterrence fails. Mitjption. Develop readily executable or
adaptively planned response options to de-esc:aJate, defend against, or defeat
hostile adversary actions.
(2) (U) Risk. Unintended. second and third order effects on assurance,

dissuasion, and deterrence efforts focused on other actors.
t.fitjption. Cross-indexing proposed. deterrence actions and activities across the
decision calculus of other adversaries and allies to detect and address potential
second and third order effects. Develop MOE/MOP to determine deterrence cause
and effect on adversary/ actor behavior and perception shift.
(3) (U) Bilk- Adversaries misperceive messages. Mitjption. Constantly
assessed, culturally app1opriatr. comrnt1nication strategy tightly integrated.
through the interagency process.
(4) (U) Military/OperatigngJ

Risk. Due to the adversary and scenario-

s ~ c nature of military/operational risk, these factors are detailed in each
rx1~10ssc
.
.
1

~:~ CD==ofmilitmypoweraad

1'

synchronized with other elements of national power, in order to assure friends and

allies, disauade undesirable military competition, 5im qgression (particularly
qgression employing WMD), defend US vital interests and, upon order, swiftly
defeat adversaries and terminate conflict on terms favorable to the United States.
3. (U)

Execution.

a. (U)

Overall PJen Qbjcetivea.

(U)(l)i&t-Detm: ett,pg apjo•t US vital intm:e,ts. This plan focuses on
detening a disaete set of adversaries from attacking US vital interests and, in a
broader context, preventing all WMD attacks on US vital interests. The following
objectives support this objective: denying benefits, imposing costs, and
encouraging adversary restraint. Strategically communicated. effects complement
and reinforce deterrence actions. In the development of these effects, the actions

ix
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must seek to align the adversary's perception with US objectives. Collaboration
within the US Government and coalition partners is essential. For the message
to be credible, the words and actions must be integrated and consistent.
(2)

"fSt Defeat gttgq]c• against US vital interests. This objective focuses on

defeating attacks, particularly WMD attacks, by a discrete set of adversaries
.possessing the capability and intent to threaten US vital interests or those
potential adversaries with capabilities so great that regardless
· ·
1 · must account for them. This ob"ective also includes K1>s.c. ·4 •

b. 'f8t Concept of Operations. This OPLAN employs the JP 5-0 six-phase model
as a planning framework. As the strategic context requires, USSTRATCOM will

modify the phasing model and objectives to reflect the supported commander's
concept of operations. For each phase of the campaign, the following paragraphs
describe general activities that relate to each phase and assign specific tasks to
USSTRATCOM. The description of. the phases and the associated activities are
general in nature and may or may not apply to all adversaries. OPLAN 8010 and
its supporting annexes describe the conceptual framework, processes, and
procedures necessary to effect global deterrence and strike operations in support

(mp~aR~c:cctive::n ~

w: e
th

"bow:

~g:::::E
~.:i>r=.~

range: : matic, ~rmation;~taiy. economtc,
law enforcement (DIMEFIL) actions focused upon creating effects in the
o ational environment to su
rt adver
-a · c o ·ectives. ~~~> ussc

cularly
con u y
ua:
and
assesses the strategic environment. As circumstances require, planners group
activities into COAs for CDRUSSTRATCOM's decision. These COAs are comooi
of the strat~c context-appropriate activitiesrl(l) s.c
1
1•10ssc !and span all elements of national powerEFIL). For those aspects
f6W
o e approved COA that fall within USSTRATCOM's purview, CDRUSSTRATCOM
issues orders to the appropriate subordinates; for those activities that fall to
interagency partners, he engages the SecDef and/or the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff (CJCS), to cany them forward to the applicable poll
· forum. Should
1
1
the prospect for armed conflict increase Phases 2 and 3 K > • •

1.4(•i~

;s;·'

reconstitutes
X
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assure the nation's friends and allies and dissuades and deters other actors and
adversaries. The common end state for all threats is a Phase O environment where
US vital intereats·are neither attacked nor su "ect to the threat of

purposes, e
t of activities and tasks in
a logical and anticipated sequence. Some activities from a specified phase may
continue into subsequent phases.
(1) ~ PheM O (8heM). CDRUSSTRATCOM's goal is to keep all activity in
Phase 0. Day-to-day operations andf,_Gw_,i_-_.1,,. .4l_•>.. .,Dss.,. _
c _.....,...._ _..,........,...._..,,...._ _ __.
Assure, Disauade, and Deter activities and actions, using predominantly

diplomatic, informational, economic, financial, intelligence, and law enforcement
resources, with the goal to convince the adversary to adopt or maintain a non1:hrelltening posture toward US vital interests. Day-to-day operations also include
the identification of new/ emergent threats, monitoring and tracking existing
threats, ongoing cyberspace operations, Information Operations (IO), SC, end the
routine employment of forces for planned deployments, training, and exercisea.
The transition point to Phase 1 is when a specific crisis arises.
(2) 1st Phene 1 (Deter). The situation has now moved outside of norm.el
day-to-day operations with the emergence of a crisis. Emphasis remains on
Assure, Dissuade, end Deter activities end ~ons, with new actions building on
those initiated during Phase O with a higher level of intensity and exercising a
higher level of military activity, but generally short of using force.
CDRUSSTRATCOM in con"unction with the
licable
hie commender,

The transition points for this phase are either
....,,,,..,,e....,cn=m""'s=-1"'s""'re=so""""',,.,,,...,,..,.,,.,,...,,r=-:-.,,.en,.,....,,...state is achieved, thus allowing a return to
Phase O (de-escelatory), or the current level of activity is ineffective in achieving
end state and there is an increase resource allocation and employment of forces,
thus moving into Phase 2 (escelatory).
(U) (3)

i8t Pb@M 2 !Reim the Injtjerom).

As the situation enters Phase 2, the

emphasis of deterrent operations moves from diplomatic, informational, and
economic efforts to military engagement. USSTRATCOM leads a collaborative
xi
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effort with the joint force component commands, the service components, the
combatant commanders, and the Joint Staff in order to develop and/ or refine
options that rapidly deliver the desired kinetic and non-kinetic effects. The
Commander's Estimate is based on collaborative activity to facilitate active
participation of the affected combatant commanders. As tensions mount,
CDRUSSTRATCOM offers the President and SecDef a range of options designed to
meet designated objectives and tailored to the current world situation. The
transition points for this phase are either the crisis is resolved and the adversary
de-escalates, thus allowing a return to Phase O or Phase 1 (de-escalatoiy), or the
current level of activity is ineffective in achieving end state and the global security
environment warrants decisive operations, thus moving into Phase 3 (escalatory).
(4)

18t Phase 3

(Dnmjnate). During Phase 3, although military conflict has

begun, activities continue to deter the adversary from increasing the scope or
intensity of conflict and to accept conflict termination on conditions favorable to
er, USG will signal its prepal'I! ·o 1 - · •> ssc
"dent ·
·

m~rm'l'l!l!I!~----------.

The President, or SecDef when d

...,__ _ _ _ _ __. Likewise, continued assessment of adversary capabilities and
intent may result in new or continued employment of deterrent options. The
transition to Phase 4 occurs when the current level of Dominate Phase activity is
excessive for achieving the end state; the adversary capitulates or as otherwise

directed by President or SccDef.

the;:l!;!~l~-

:nt:,

(5) 18¼ Phase ~
Phase 4
multiple lines of activity,
1
centered around
· •
This phast- begins after forces
have been employed m
ase 3; however, e ginning of this phase does not
dictate that Phase 3 activity has ceased. Forces can be recovering and
regenerating while other forces are in the Dominate Phase. In general, the
objectives of regenerate, reconstitute, and consequence management are in a postattack and post-employment environment. However, this phase can end with the
recovery of employed forces while not necessitating the achievement of
recovery, reconstitution, and consequence management objectives. Employment
of capabilities during this phase shapes the information environment to support
deterrence. Operations ensure combat forces are available to provide a credible
response to any adversary contemplating, or executing, an attack on US territocy,

the
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forces, allies, or coalition partners. The transition to Phase 5 occurs when civil
authority attains neceaaary capability to assume responsibility.
(U) (6) ~ Pb@r 5 fEnpbJe Ciyil Authority}. During this phase, USSTRATCOM
will continue to recover and reconstitute its forces. In addition, USSTRATCOM
will provide support to the affected GCC, as required, for consequence
management activities. As in Phase 4, conduct of operations will set the conditions
that ensure combat forces are available to provide a credible response to any
adversary contemplating, or executing, an attack on US territory, forces, allies, or
coalition partners. The end state to this phase is that the global security
environment is stable and balanced; US vital interests are neither attacked nor
threatened by attack; and US support of civil authority in adversary state is
minimized.

4. (U) Adminiatration and Logistics.
a. (U) Security, logistics, personnel and administrative support will be
furnished by supporting commands in accordance with service directives,
command arrangements agieements (CAA), memoranda of understanding (MOU),
Task Force (TF) operating instructions, and the logistics concept for support
operations outlined in CDRUSS'IRATCOM plans and directives.

b. (U) ace and USSTRATCOM components will coordinate with and support
lateral and subordinate unit cornrnanders in maintaining a daily capability to
aupport the OPLAN 8010 execution.
(U) c. 18t'USSTRATCOM will perform a logistics supportability assessment and
logistics risk auesament to identify any potential logistics shortfalls prior to
OPLAN 8010 execution.

5. (U) Cornmmd and Control,
a. (U) Command Rs,Jptionshjp11. The affected ace, other combatant
c-ornrnanders, agencies, and USS'IRATCOM components will participate in
collaborative planning in order to provide appropriate close, timely coordination
during option development. The ace will normally execute aubsequ.ent GS
operations as the supported commander in their AOR. The President or SecDef
will designate supported and supporting relationships for execution upon option
selection. See Annex J (Comman1 ReJatjQPlhip3) for the PIPBDizetionel atructu1f
. t d . executiOn'. .__
•X1)~C
____
to'-'ms=-....,.......Y!']llg
_ __,,,___,.....,._....,..___,,.....---,---=---:-examine command relationships by scenario through
co
tion.

r~58C

!will
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USSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-08 (UJ
CLASSIFICATION GUIDANCE (U)
(U) REFERENCE: (U) US Strategic Command Strategic Target Planning
Sec:urity CJasmffoation Guide, 1 Oct 2006 (S)
(U)-iGt,This cJasaification guidance provides users with general categories of
subjects and levels of protection. The level of protection listed, represents the
highest probable level of protection required by these subjects. If a document
derived from this plan contains particular portiona that are W"claaaified when
standing alone, but classified information will be revealed when they are
combined or associated, those portions shall be marked as unclassified and the
page shall be marked with the highest classification of any information on or
revealed by the page. An explanation will be added to the page or document
identifying the combination or asaocia.tion of information that neceaaitated the

higher cJassiflcation.

M SUBJECT REOUIRING PROTECTION

CLASSIF
.. ......

--

(U) Operation code word.

s

(U) Concept of nuclear operations, including order of battle
execution, circumstances, opera.ting locations, reaourcea required,
tactical maneuvers,
deployments, actions, and objectives .
.

s

(U) Classification guide.

s

(U) Participating nuclear units, mcluding types, vulnerabilities,
locations, quantities, rea.dmesa status, deployments,
redeployments, and details of movement of US and friendly forces.

s

(U) DEFCON status and meanmg.

u

(U) DEFCON changes.

s

(U) Location, itineraries, and travel mode of key US and friendly
military and civilian leaders.

s

Derived from: Multiple Sources
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~LASSIE
ICATION

(Y) ~UBJECT REQUIRING PROTECTION
(U) Limitations and vulnerabilities of US forces.
(U) Characteristics and capabilities of US weapons and related

sustainability.

s

(U) Status and details of US alliances, including status of forces,
deployment right, privileges, airfield use, and port availability.

s

(U) Estimates of operational effectiveness; including intelligence,

s

(U) Target area weather information.

s
s
s

(U) OPLAN 8010 Change effective date.

u

(U) Communications effectiveness, sustainability, and limitations.
(U) Planning assumptions.

(U) OPLAN 8010 Change effective date and effective time. (Note 1)

C

(U) General descriptions or specific parameters used in planning
nuclear sorties, (i.e., airspeeds, altitudes, distances, generation
times). (Note 2)

s

(U) Any planning guidance used to limit OPLAN 8010 nuclear
aircraft route of flight either directly or through relationships with
other aircraft.

s

(U) Any tactic or procedure (either defensive or offensive) which
reveals an exploitable OPLAN 8010 aircraft/missile/weapon
limitation or capability.

s
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U/C

(U) Employment parameters that could be used to bound
capabilities or limitations of the OPLAN 8010 planning process.
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(U) US vulnerabilities and limitations.

counterintelligence, rescue, and reconnaissance.
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&

(U) Bombers, tankers, and reconnaissance assigned
dispersal/FoIWard Located Aircraft Generation bases.

s

(U) Identity of bases capable of being assigned as Directed Planning
Option (DPO) bomber post-strike recovery. (Note 3)
(U) The country where DPO post-strike recovery bases are located.
(Note 4)

'f@I.Actualf"A11'•""-1.4(8/U""'J•A•/-1."(1)--

I

J(Notes 5, 6, 7)

U/S
.

s
TSRD/F
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S/TS

1note 01
.

(U) Actual displayed routings or flight plans for individual tanker
aircraft or all tanker aircraft assigned to one unit supporting
nuclear sorties.

s
.

(U) Actual displayed routings or flight plans for two or more tanker

units supporting nuclear sorties.
(U) Listings of all OPLAN 8010 committed nuclear bombers with
mated tankers.
(U) Listings of all cornrnitt:ed tankers and mated nuclear bombers
with rendezvous information (e.g., times, track, omoad, etc.)
(U) Listing of individual nuclear aircraft cells (bombers and mated
tankers) or those nuclear cells assigned to a single unit, with

TS

s
TS

s

rendezvous information (e.g., times, track, omoad, etc.).
(U) Listing of total number of tankers and nuclear bombers
committed to OPLAN 8010.

s

(U) Listing of tanker degrades per OPLAN 8010.

s
u

(U) E-6B peacetime operation areas (OPAREAs).
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s
s

(U) The country in which a TERCOM map is located. (Note 9)

(U) Flexible targeting capability of strategic nuclear forces
(U) That OPLAN 8010 consists of various attack options. (Note 10)
i8tf6R1)Sec.1.4(a)

•

I

SSC

(Note 11)

U/S/TS

-

(U) DPO. (Note 12)

I) S

U/S/TS

ecifi~bRll §io. l.4<• l O§§c

1nsoc:.~a!Ossc

I

I (Note 13)

S/TS

~ P L A N 8010 force coordination. (Note 14)

S/TS

u
s

(U) Existence of a Secure Reserve Force (SRF). (Note 15)
(U) Targeting techniques. (Note 16)

(U) Termination methodology and techniques. (Note 17)

rmr•••- '·•lO/ww
JUll,1g,iec;:.
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U/S/TS

U/S/TS

I
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I

(U) Information revealing operational plans and capabilities of

TS

reconnaissance forces. (Note 18)

s

(U) A reference to a particular reconnaissance unit's objectives and
dispersal or deployment location. (Note 19)

s

(U) Reconnaissance objectives associated with any attack option.

TS

(U) Reconnaissance sorties associated with any attack option.

TS

(U) OPLAN 8010 Reconnaissance Plan priority. (Note 20)
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(U) Classification of ballistic missile employment parameters that
could be used to bound capabilities or limitations should be

marked in accordance with the specific weapon system security
classification guide. (Note 21)

S/TS

(U) Fact that USSTRATCOM or an alternate site is currently
conducting adaptive nuclear planning. (Note 22)

U/S

(U) Fact that adaptive nuclear planning has occurred in the pa.st or
will occur in the future. (Note 23)

U/S

(U) Individual component nuclear planning timeline (i.e., time to
accomplish weapon application).
(U)

Tha.tf

;!

Im

!lee. 1.i !a! aE

support o OPIAN 8010.

(U) Location of CONUS survivable Alternate Recovery Bases (ARBs).
(U) The number of OPIAN 8010 nuclear committed sorties/units.

(Note 24)
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(U) Notes

1. (U) Effective date and time for Interim Changes other than start of OPLAN
8010 are UNCLASSIFIED.
2. (U) Common lmown procedures or general guidelines that do not reveal
exploitable data are UNCLASSIFIED. Nuclear weapons employment data is
SECRET RD/FRD, as applicable.
3. (U) The concept of bomber post-strike is UNCLASSIFIED. Identity of bases
actually assigned as DPO bomber recovery bases is TOP SECRET until
declaration of A-hour. Identity of an OPLAN 8010 post-strike recovery base

assigned to a specific OPLAN 8010 nuclear sortie is SECRET. Knowledge of the
nuclear Post-strike Recovery Base Plan is limited to Armed Forces personnel,
civilian employees, and contractors employed by the Department of Defense
(DOD) in support of military programs. The concept of Recovery and
Regeneration is UNCLASSIFIED.
4. (U) Knowledge of the nuclear Post-strike Recovery Base Plan is limited to
Armed Forces personnel, civilian employees, and contractors employed by the
DOD in support of military programs.

5.

(U) Upgrade to

RD/FRD with weapons data.
!is TS/NC2-ESI. An actual

7. ~

sg:mmete data of

f6Ki)s.2.4(a

afbX1) Seo. 1.4(•) Ussc

jand is TS information. Refer to
protection of the OPLAN 8010 directives for specific category.
ssc
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c;::-:-::::-:=.-=====.....,___,,,..,...,...-_
r....
. . __________.lis TS/. _ ___,land is TOP SECRET.
10. (U) The fact that OPLAN 8010 consists of various nuclear attack options is
UNCLASSIFIED. The number of nuclear attack options is SECRET. The
details of nuclear attack options are TOP SECRET.
11. -ts, The term.rw1)S.C.1.4(o)0SSC
is FOUO, by itself~_-:1ba;=--t'='o=PLAN:--:-,,,,.-8:,-,0"""l""'O_conm_..,.._.-ts_o...,d1111•AlffliJ-~Ulll'(a)r'll!U§§l!ll'._-....,.,1is,.......,,,s=EC=RET=,,...___.
Specific nuclear option objectives are TOP SECRET.
12. (U) The term "Directed Planning Option• (DPO) is FOUO, by itself. The
total number of DPOs is SECRET. The definition/purpose is TOP SECRET.

e

13. -f8t- Details associated witlf)(1)Soc.ur•fOssc
•5Ussc jare classified TOP s=EC-==:i;DT.,..
........_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,
1 )s.o.T.4<

14. (U) Specific nuclear attack option structure, methodology and targets are
classified TOP SECRET.
15. (U) The purpose of the Secure Reserve Force (SRF) is SECRET. The exact
composition of the SRF which identifies specific numbers is TOP SECRET.

16. (U) Specific nuclear targeting techniques are classified TOP SECRET.

17.~thccoaatim,ofanQPLANBOI°;;;~ -

f:;;: ·

.

jis

.pecilic

I
on

instructions are classified TOP SECRET.

18. (U) D1ssernlnate only to those agencies whose official reconnaissance force
duties specifically require knowledge.

ectiVes.

20. (U) TOP SECRET with description.
xxi
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21. (U) See specific weapon systems security classification guide for proper
classification.
22. (U) The conduct of a nuclear adaptive planning exercise is UNCLASSIFIED.
Any association with the date, sortie, target, etc. is SECRET.

23. (U) Any association with the date, sortie, target, etc. is SECRET.
24. (U) Nuclear forces committed for each individual leg of an OPLAN 8010
nuclear sortie is SECRET. If combined with other force commitment data.
such as patrol areas or commit times, the numbers are TOP SECRET. When
force commitment data for all three legs is combined, the information is TS.
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Chief of Staff
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HEADQUARTERS, US STRATEGIC COMMAND
OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE, NE 68113-6500
30 July 2012
SUBJECT: USSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-12 (U)
SEE DISTRIBUTION
1. (U) USSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-12 fulfills a requirement established in
Appendix B to Enclosure G, CJCSI 3110.0lH, Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan
(JSCP) 10.
(U) 2.

'f8r Upon SecDef approval and update implementation, USSTRATCOM OPLAN

8010-12 dated 1 May 2012 supersedes USSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-08 dated 1
December 2008 in its entirety, to include Change 1. Strategic forces will continue
to be capable of providing a credible response to any attack at any time.
3. (U) USSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-12 was coordinated with USTRANSCOM,
USSOCOM,USPACOM,USEUCOM,USCENTCOM,USNORTHCOM,
USSOUTHCOM, USAFRICOM, the Joint Staff, the Services, and supporting
component and task force commanders during the review process.
4. (U) The supporting plans listed in Base Plan, paragraph 3b (Tasks) must be
reviewed and forwarded to this headquarters for review within 90 days of update
implementation.
FOR THE COMMANDER:
/ /signed//
JOHN W. RAYMOND
Major General, USAF
Director, Plans and Policy
DISTRIBUTION:
(Annex Z)
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30 JULY 2012
USSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-12 (Ul
SECURI1Y INSTRUCTIONS AND RECORD OF CHANGES (U)
1. (U) Plan Title
a. (U) Long Title: USSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-12, Strategic Deterrence and
Force Employment.
b. (U) Short Title: USSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-12.
2. (U) This document is classified SECRET to protect information revealing
operation plans of the US military. Information in OPLAN 8010 must be
disseminated only to those agencies and personnel whose official duties
specifically require knowledge of the plan, including those required to develop
supporting plans.
3. (U) This document contains information affecting the national defense of the
United States within the meaning of the Espionage Laws, Title 18 of the United
States Code, Sections 793 and 794. The transmission or revelation of
information contained herein, in any manner, to an unauthorized person is
prohibited by law.
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USSTRATCOM OPLAN 8010-12 (Ul
PLAN SUMMARY (U)
1. (U) Situation
a. t8t General: Framing the Problem
(1) (U) Due to its wide ranging responsibilities, USSTRATCOM has a
global perspective with a specific focus on certain adversaries who could
quickly destabilize the international environment, threaten US interests, or
threaten the interests of US allies and partners. During the Cold War the
enemy was a well known single adversary, and our capabilities and strategies
were developed to match that one adversary. With the end of the Cold War the
international landscape has changed. Fiscal constraints, the emerging global
economy, and the economic interdependencies that now exist between many
nations have increased the complexity of international security cooperation.
The global security landscape is marked by protracted conflict, constant
change, enormous complexity, and increased uncertainty. While the
fundamental nature of military conflict has not changed, today's operating
environment is unlike any we have ever seen. The number and type of actors
are changing, and the distinction between combatants and non-combatants is
less clear. Rapid technological evolution and the wide civil availability of
formerly advanced military capabilities have reduced "entry costs," making
available completely new weapons and enabling actors to access capabilities
that would not have been available to them in the past without significant
investment. Of the threats we face, weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
clearly represent the greatest threat to the American people, particularly when
pursued or possessed by violent extremists or state proliferators. The trend in
overall threats facing the US for the next decade points toward the dominance
of asymmetric threats, including WMD and threats to the space and cyberspace
domains, over conventional military threats. Blurred boundaries and
overlapping claims to sovereignty in global domains will continue to present
national security challenges. While dynamic security concerns in space and
cyberspace evolve, traditional threats to national security continue to be
presented by sovereign states, both the peer and near-peer and those regional
adversary states with emerging WMD capabilities. To address such pressures,
the US must plan against a variety of adversaries. Regardless of the state, the
Derived from~ Multiple Sources
Declassify on: 30 July 2022
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use of WMD by any state has impacts to international security. Strategies for
one adversary will not necessarily be appropriate for another adversary. As
such, this plan contains strategies to handle various challenges from each
adversary. Adversaries can be broken down into two groups, peer/near-peer
states and regional states and non-state actors.
(U)(a) t8t Peer/Near-Peer States. States which possess the resources
and capability to compete economically and militarily with the United States.
Additionally, these states have the capability to confront the US on a global
scale in a sustained way and to a sufficient level where the ultimate outcome of
a conflict may result in severe damage to vital US interests.
(U)(b) t8t Regional States and Non-State Actors. States and non-state
actors that do not possess the resources and capability to compete
economically and militarily with the United States but are aggressively
pursuing WMD and associated delivery systems as a_means to advance their
interests through intimidation and coercion. Nuclear weapons in the hands of
regional states increase the potential for WMD proliferation to terrorists,
accelerate proliferation overall, and contribute to regional instability. Rogue
state or terrorist possession of nuclear weapons will impact regional security
and runs counter to US national interests.
(U)(2) ~ Meeting the Challenge. USSTRATCOM meets these global
challenges by integrating all of its capabilities through a series of plans (e.g.,
CONPLANs 8035 Space Control, 8039 Cyberspace Operations, and
USSTRATCOM's Deterrence and Assurance Campaign Plan) which are
collaboratively developed to achieve success with our assigned missions of
strategic deterrence, force employment, space, and cyberspaceoperations. This
plan specifically addresses deterrence and force employment objectives against
a specific adversary.
(3) (U) The following countries present global threats:
(a) -fSt. Russia. Russia will remain one of the most influential actors
in the European theater because of its geographic position, resources,
traditions, and ambitions. Russian leaders will continue to promote the nation
as an influential player on the world stage, insisting on regional and global
recognition, and will resist actions perceived to be a Western encroachment on
its vital interests. Unbalanced economic development, endemic social problems,
internal unrest, and declining ethnic Russian birth rates almost certainly will
constrain its resurgence over the coming decade. However, a confident,
vi
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b. (U) Area of Concern
(1) (U) USSTRATCOM Area of Responsibility (AOR). USSTRATCOM has
a global area of responsibility, to include space and cyberspace. Although
USSTRATCOM has no geographic AOR, it is responsible for mission area
planning for adversaries within other combatant commanders' AORs.
(references (b) and (d))
(2) (U) USSTRATCOM Area of Interest (AOI}. USSTRATCOM supports
worldwide operations as directed by the President and Secretary of Defense
(SecDef), and as requested by a combatant commander.
(3) (U) Operational Area. USSTRATCOM forces operate on a global basis
as necessary to satisfy national or theater objectives per references (a), (c), and
(d). When tasked to execute an operation or mission, CDRUSSTRATCOM will
collaborate with applicable combatant commanders to ensure
X
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deconfliction/ coordination. Additional details are outlined in Annex C
(Operations).
c. (U) Enemy
(U){l) 'fSt-This plan aligns strategies and capabilities to deter, and if
necessary, defeat adversaries that have global reach and/or influence. The
term "enemy" is used in the singular form throughout this document for
simplicity. However, because of the global view of this plan and the varied
nature of the adversary set, multiple enemies are addressed.

d. (U) Friendly
(1) 'fSt Center of Gravity (COG) Analysis.
(a) COG. The National Leadership. As a decision making body, the
national leadership, which includes the President, Cabinet members, the
Chairman of the Joints Chiefs of Staff, and CDRUSSTRATCOM, controls the
posturing and employment of strategic forces, including nuclear, space, and
cyberspace, in order to achieve the deterrence and force employment objectives
of this plan. Members of the COG, specifically the President and Secretary of
State, have the responsibility of conducting diplomacy and statecraft before,
during, and after execution of this plan, both of which support deterrence
before and restoration of deterrence after execution. Likewise, members of this
bod s ecificall the President the SecDef, and CDRUSSTRATCOM tt~%Sec,.4(a> !
he na ·o al lea ershi as a whole

(b) (U) Critical Capabilities (CC). In order to effectively exercise its
power and authority, the national leadership must deter and defend the US
and its vital interests against strategic attacks, maintain a viable market
economy, make timely decisions, and communicate those decisions to strategic
forces--these are enduring capabilities regardless of which adversary the US is
facing.
xi
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!.:. (U) CC 1. Deter and defend the US and its vital interests
against strategic attacks. The Constitution requires the federal government to
provide for the common defense of the nation. The national leadership must
effectively deter potential adversaries and defend the US and its interests in
order to maintain its power to govern.
a. (U) Critical Requirements (CR).

ill (U) CR 1.1. Strategic forces. Having the forces to
defeat an adversary is one of the critical requirements to both deterring and
defeating an adversary. The US must ensure that the strategic forces are
available, survivable, and maintained in order to achieve the objectives of this
plan.
@(U) CR 1.2. Will to employ strategic forces. Along
with physically having the forces, the will to employ those forces, if
appropriately messaged to other nations, serves as a deterrent and as the
actual execution of strategic forces if deterrence fails.
b. (U) Critical Vulnerabilities (CV). The CV relating to this
CC and the associated CR will vary based on the capabilities of each adversary.
Therefore, these issues will be discussed in more detail in the individual
f"l(1) Sec 1.4(a) ussc
2. (U) CC 2. Maintain a viable market economy. A viable market
economy is the engine that allows for a robust defense of the nation, through
the manufacture, maintenance, and employment of strategic forces.

a. (U) CR.

ill (U) CR 2.1. Trade. Trade is critical, not only because
of the revenue created, which supports a large deterrent force, but by the
relationships it creates and maintains with other nations. Through a highly
interdependent global economy, adversaries are deterred from attacking an
economic partner.
@ (U) CR 2.2. Funding. The ability to build and
maintain strategic forces, which deter aggression during early phases of
conflict and defeat adversaries if deterrence fails, requires substantial funding.

xii
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b. (U) CV. The CV relating to this CC and the associated CR
will vary based on the capabilities of each advers
. Therefore these issues
will be discussed in more detail in the individual bJ<1J sec 1·4(•J ussc

3. (U) CC 3. Make timely decisions. The decision to act or not to
act, depending on the situation, must be made in a timely manner in order to
protect decision makers, strategic forces, and vital interests of the US, and to
achieve the objectives of this plan. These decisions will vary based on the
threat. The timeliness of the decision should not be misunderstood to mean a
quick decision. Depending on the threat scenario the timeliness of the decision
could be delayed until all the supporting instruments of national power can be
coupled together for the full effect of a US response.
a. (U) CR.

ill (U) CR 3.1

Receive accurate information. Members of
the National Security Council, intelligence officials, and combatant
commanders provide the national leadership with the information and context
of the current situation. This allows the national leadership to understand the
environment, develop strategic courses of action, and desired end states to the
situation. These recommendations will support decision making; This CR
requires survivable and robust intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
(ISR) platforms and associated processing, exploitation, and dissemination
capabilities.
@ (U) CR 3.2 Understand meaning and context of

information. In order to ensure appropriate employment of strategic forces to
achieve the objectives of this plan, the national leadership must understand
the information they receive and use it to frame the -situation correctly. This
requires one or more conversations with the national leadership, supported by
intelligence providers, to appropriately frame the situation and understand the
first, second, and third order effects of any response by US strategic forces.
b. (U) CV. The CV relating to this CC and the associated CR
will vary based on the capabilities of each adverse~ Therefore, these issues
will be discussed in more detail in the individual <1Jsec 1·41•> 0s§c
(b)(1) sec 1.4(a) ussc

I

4. (U) CC 4. Communicate decisions to strategic forces. Once
the decision has been made to execute strategic forces, communicating the
xiii
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decision to the forces is critical to the success of achieving the objectives of this
plan.

a. (U) CR.

ill (U)

CR 4.1 Survivable communications. In order to
communicate to the strategic forces, communications systems must be capable
of functioning under all possible conditions, including nuclear environments.

121 (U) CR 4.2 Continuity of government. Several of our
adversaries are assessed to have the capability of striking our decision makers
with little or no warning. In order to maintain a communications link with the
strategic forces, the US must have a method of passing the legal authority to
execute strategic forces in any situation.
b. (U) CV. The CV relating to this CC and the associated CR
will vary based on the capabilities of each advers
. Therefore these issues
will be discussed in more detail in the individual
e. (Ul Assumptions
(1) (U) Although our understanding of the adversaries' risk tolerance,
values, logic, and cohesiveness will remain incomplete, their decision calculus
is at least partially discernable and can be influenced.
b)(1) sec 1.4(•)

J~:fffi This plan has al:)Sec

1
.4(a)USSC

1

(3) (U) The US will plan and operate within a coalition framework, to the
greatest extent feasible.
The US cannot

~-------~ except where specifically governed by treaty obligations.
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· 1 not be possible.
!bj(1) Sec 1.4(0)

(8) ,t8t The US will f...s1_11i_si_c_1.4(_•_!•_ss_c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
tions. Detailed advers

f. (U) Legal Considerations. In accordance with reference (i), legal review is
required in the development of strike options and prior to option execution to
ensure compliance with the US Constitution, applicable US statutes,
international treaty/agreement obligations to which the US is a party, the Law
of Armed Conflict (LOAC), customary international law, rules of engagement
(ROE), and national policies.
(1) ~ ROE will be in accordance with reference (i), b><1>8•01 ·4<•>US c
fbX1>;1-4<•>ussc
. · ~n accordance with
re erence ,
un; commanders always retain them erent right and obligation to exercise
unit self-defense in response to a hostile act or demonstrated ho.stile intent.
However, the obligation to intervene, and the ability of strategic forces to act,
may be restrained by specific guidance concerning the unit's mission. If any
conflict between this general policy and specific guidance pertaining to
performance of this plan is perceived, mission executers should request
supplemental guidance from CDRUSSTRATCOM or the appropriate combatant
commander. See Appendix 8 (Rules of Engagement (ROE)) to Annex C
(Operations) for further details.
(2) (U) The use of any weapon, kinetic or non-kinetic, must comply with
the key principles of LOAC: military necessity, avoidance of unnecessary
suffering, proportionality, and discrimination or distinction. All of these
principles will be taken into account when developing and executing courses of
action (COAs). Planners and operators will consult their servicing staff judge
advocate to ensure adherence to these principles.
(3) (U) See Appendix 4 (Legal) to Annex E (Personnel) for further details.
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g. (U) Risk/Mitigation
(1) (U) Risk. Deterrence actions do not achieve desired outcome. This
can happen in three general ways: 1) planners mischaracterize an adversary's
decision-making process and develop an inappropriate deterrence strategy; 2)
the adversary perceives US actions in a way the US does not intend, and
therefore acts in a way that is counter to US deterrence strategy; or 3) some
adversaries may not be easily deterred, given the content of their decision
calculus and our inability to affect it. Mitigation. Develop readily executable
and adaptively planned response options to de-escalate, defend against, or
defeat hostile adversary actions.
(2) (U) Risk. Unintended second- and third-order effects on other actors
as a result of the assurance, dissuasion, deterrence, and defend/ defeat efforts
focused on the primary actor. Mitigation. Cross-indexing proposed deterrence
actions and activities across the decision calculus of other adversaries and
allies to detect and address potential second and third order effects. Develop
measures of effectiveness/measures of performance (MOE/MOP) to determine
deterrence cause and effect on adversary/ actor behavior and perception shift.
(3) (U) Risk. Adversaries misperceive messages. Mitigation. Constantly
assess culturally appropriate strategic communication strategy, tightly
integrated through the interagency process.

or misinte
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(7) (U) Military/Operational Risk. Due to the adversary and scenarios ecific nature of milit
o erational risk these factors are detailed in each
.LOI M.
•
2 •T""I'
1ss1on.
b)(1)

f'bX1) Sec 1.4(a) USSC

I

sec 1.4(a) ussc

3. (U) Execution

a. (U) Concept of Operations
(1) 'fSt Commander's Intent. USSTRATCOM employs situationappropriate mission area capabilities to deter adversaries from behavior that
threatens
·
·
· ·
·

It is essenti that USSTRATCOM maintain unity of effort
with other combatant commands, our interagency partners, and our allies and
partners through close collaboration in multiple venues. The end state is a
stable and secure environment in which adversary leadership is unwilling or
incapable of using their forces to threaten US vital interests.

....

..._,..,...-,,..----,,-

(2) (U) General

b)(1)

pp ca e
annex con en suppo s e u range nc on 1ty e.g. e means) designed to
achieve desired plan objectives. To help manage the utility of this plan's
responses, the six-phase model, as described in ref (ee), is applied in the
planning framework. The plan emphasizes escalation control designed to end
hostilities and resolve the conflict at the lowest practicable level, consistent
with meeting national objectives. This plan follows a premise that to achieve
escalation control, the US military and other instruments of national power will
effectively match an adversary on multiple levels of conflict. Reference (n)
serves as the basis used in this plan to describe deterrence objectives and the
general means used to obtain them. Specific strategic concepts for achieving
XVll
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In accordance with ref a, the USSTRATCOM Cam

Plan

b)(1) Sec 1.4(a)

Campaign Plan. This plan relies on the USSTRATCOM Campaign Plan to
identify or create opportunities in the strategic environment through its
execution. In turn, this plan produces specific operations and activities that
will be performed during steady-state/phase O and therefore shapes the
USSTRATCOM campaign plan by nominating desired steady-state activities.
(U)(c) 'f8tThis plan provides options to deter, dissuade, control
escalation with, and if necessary, defeat adversaries who threaten US interests.
This plan also assures allies and partners of extended deterrence. Deterrence
operations are designed to convince adversaries not to take actions which
threaten US vital interests by means of decisive influence over their decisionmakers, while dissuasion operations are designed to convince an adversary
against gaining a capability. Decisive influence is achieved by credibly
threatening to deny benefits and/ or impose costs, while encouraging restraint
by convincing the actor that restraint will result in an acceptable outcome .

.L. -f6r. Deter, Dissuade, and Escalation Control Objectives.
These objectives rely upon system analysis aimed at the cognitive processes of
an adversary, namely the key decision makers. They focus on affecting the
adversaries' strategic decision makers by analyzing their strategic profiles and
strategic calculus. System analysis will expose effects which can be generated
to highlight the specific interests of the strategic decision makers which will
restrain them from unacceptable actions. Objectives in this category include
deterring an adversary from taking a specific action, dissuading an adversary
from gaining a cap · ·
f
t Hin
·
b)(1) ec 1.4(8) US C
rest ore d e t errence.
b)(1) Sec 1.4(8)
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Additionally, objectives aimed at escalation control incorporate
..,a""tTta""c=""'n"""g,.,an~ adversary's capability while affecting the will of the key decision
makers.
(U) 2. ~ Assurance and Extended Deterrence Objective. Our allies
and partners must have supreme confidence in our ability to respond
appropriately to adversary threats and capabilities. These relationships are
critical and communicate a willingness to act in support of regional stability.
This includes ensuring and maintaining security agreements with partners and
allies.
3. ~ Defeat and Defend Objectives. These objectives rely upon
system analysis aimed at defeating the adversary. They focus efforts on
defeating adversaries' forces and defending US allied and artner forces and
interests. Exam les of these ob· ectives are l(1

(d) ,t8t The goal of the application of force is to attack the appropriate
enemy "system" to eliminate the enemy's capability to continue to fight and
influence key decision makers to cease hostilities. As a result, some adversary
components may remain untouched but, because of the resulting attack,
cannot function as part of a cohesive whole. This approach to strategy requires
a thorough understanding of specific characteristics of the enemy system; in
tum, this understanding generates a series of executable actions intended to
produce specific and discrete effects on key components of the adversary's vital
systems. This understanding and design logically precedes development of this
plan and underpinsri(1) sec Utai ussc
·

I
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(f) (U) Managing outcomes is conducted through the use of the joint
planning six-phase construct, mentioned earlier. Each phase describes
functions designed to integrate mobilization, deployment, employment,
sustainment, conflict termination, redeployment, and demobilization activities
applicable to each respective phase. Activities associated with preceding
phases continue, as applicable, during execution of each succeeding phase.
For each phase of the campaign, the descriptive paragraphs below describe
general activities that relate to each phase. The description of the phases and
associated activities that follow are general in nature and may or may not apply
to all adversaries.

L. (U) Phase O (Shape)
a. 16t-During phase 0, USSTRATCOM, in collaboration with
applicable GCCs, conducts steady state operations to assure allies and
partners, dissuade competitors from developing capabilities, and deters
potential adversaries from attacking the US, its allies, and partners. These
integrated operations include all USSTRATCOM mission ca abilities as
licable. In articular USSTRATCOM b)(I) •c 1 -4 (a)U

_____________________

...._

USSTRATCOM conducts

__,

USSTRATCOM conducts
routine deployment of strategic forces for planned training and exercises, and
theater security cooperation activities (e.g. exercises) to ensure unified actions
with GCCs, allies and partners. Should the securi environment shift these
o erations will prepare USSTRATCOM bl!1)Sec 1-4!•)us

b~ ec1.4(a)

'-----------------'

b. (U) Transition Point to Phase 1 (Escalatory): Specific

I

ri(1) Soc 1.4(a) USSC

2. (U) Phase 1 (Deter)
(U) ~ -fst During this phase, USSTRATCOM, in collaboration

with applicable GCCs, continues operations to assure allies and partners,
dissuade potential competitors from developing capabilities, and deter potential
adversaries from attacking US, its allies, and partners. USSTRATCOM advises
generation or adjustments to force survivability posture and, if directed by the

xx
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President or SecDef, executes those actions in order to demonstrate US
capabilities and resolve, increase survivability of strategic forces, and allow
rapid transition to force employment. USSTRATCOM continues to provide
strategic forces readiness for planned deployments, training, and exercises,
and theater security cooperation activities (e.g. exercises) to ensure unified
actions with GCCs, allies and partners. USSTRATCOM maintains friendly
space and cyberspace assured access and, if a specific threat is identified,
takes actions in order to protect the US space and cyberspace infrastructure
and mitigate effects if an attack occurs. All USSTRATCOM forces prepare for
execution of subsequent phases in order to defeat potential adversaries.
b. (U) Transition Points to:

ill (U) Phase O (De-escalatory):

Crisis resolved; threat of
aggression/coercion on US vital interests no longer present. Strategic forces
return to steady state readiness.
(U)@ otf3t Phase 2 (Escalatory): Current level of friendly
activity ineffective in controlling threat of aggression/ coercion; increase
resource allocation and employ forces.

3. (U) Phase 2 (Seize the Initiative)
hase USSTRATCOM in collaboration

the President or SecDef. USSTRATCO

USSTRATCOM

________________,...,

....,.,

USSTRATCOM continues efforts to
dissuade possible competitors from taking actions and deterring adversaries
from increasing attacks against US interests while assuring partners and allies
of its resolve to keep the situation from escalating. USSTRATCOM prepares to
transition to Phase 3 if de-escalation does not occur.
b. (U) Transition Points to:

xxi
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ill (U) Phase O (De-escalatocy):

Crisis resolved; any
attacks have ceased and the threat of aggression or coercion on US vital
interests is no longer present.
(U) .(21 ~ Phase 1 (De-escalatocy): Any attacks on US vital

interests have ceased and the threat of aggression or coercion on US vital
interests has decreased.
Phase 3 Escalato

: Current level of friendl

4. (U) Phase 3 (Dominate)
!!:. "ts, During this phase, USSTRATCOM, in collaboration

with applicable GCCs, conducts operations, integrated across all mission
areas, in order to defeat adversaries and return to phase O on terms acce table
to the US. USSTRATCOM as directed b the President l 1JSecu(aJ
b)(1) Sec 1.4(a)

As directed, USSTRATCOM will
As directed, USSTRATCOM conducts offensive space and
cyberspace operations in order to defeat malicious adversary- use of those
domains. Additionally these actions maintain US and allied freedom of action
within the space and cyberspace domains.

'--..--------'

b. (U) Transition Point to Phase 4 / 5: US activity results in
de-escalation, adversary- capitulation, or direction by the President or SecDef to
de-escalate of US activities.
5. (U) Phase 4 (Stabilize)
!!:.
USSTRATCOM in collaboration
with applicable GCCs,
...............,...---,--,---.,...--,-----=""--.......---,--0 rder to maintain a credible force structure that assures allies an partners,
dissuades competitors from developing capabilities, and deters potential
adversaries after an exchange with one or more adversaries. USSTRATCOM
continues to._f_l!1_is_ac_1._4(•_lu_s_sc_________________________.
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USSTRATCOM will maintain, and if necessruy, reclaim assured access to space
and cyberspace, as directed.
b. (U) Transition Point to Phase 5: Civil authority assumes
control/responsibility of the former adversruy state. Attacks or the threat of
aggression/coercion from actors associated with the former adversruy have deescalated to a level that can be controlled by the civil authority.
6. (U) Phase 5 (Enable Civil Authority)
(U)!!:. ~ During this phase, USSTRATCOM, in collaboration
with applicable GCCs, continues operations to recover and reconstitute its
forces to steady state operations in order to assure allies and partners,
dissuade competitors, and deter adversaries. USSTRATCOM maintains
freedom of action in the space and cyberspace domains. As directed,
USSTRATCOM provides defense support of civil authorities (DSCA).

b. (U) End state (Transition to Phase 0): The global security
environment is stable and balanced, US vital interests are neither attacked nor
threatened by attack and US support of civil authority in adversruy state is
minimized.
4. (U) Administration and Logistics
a. (U) Concept of Support
( 1) (U) Security, logistics, personnel, and administrative support will be
furnished by supporting commands in accordance with Service directives,
command arrangements agreements (CM), memorandums of understanding
(MOU), TF operating instructions, and the logistics concept for support
operations outlined in USSTRATCOM plans and directives.
(2) (U) GCC and USSTRATCOM components will coordinate with and
support lateral and subordinate unit commanders in maintaining a daily
capability to support OPLAN 8010 mission execution.

movement priority.
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L..----,,,---,,---,,-------=-=---,----:-----,-----------'

For further discussion

on logistics, see Annex D (Logistics).
5. (U) Command and Control
a. (U) Command

(1),tet-Command Relationships. Per ref (c), in general,
CDRUSSTRATCOM will be the supported commander during execution of this
plan. During phases O and 1, CDRUSSTRATCOM and the affected geographic
combatant commanders (GCCs) will share supported/ supporting relationships
in pursuit of the nation's deterrence objectives. USSTRATCOM's actions may
support the deterrence objectives of one or more GCCs; likewise, the deterrence
actions conducted by the GCCs in support of their own lans ma
ort the
lobal deterrence objectives ofUSSTRATCOM. bJ(1>5 oc 1·4(•
b)( 1)Sec. 8
DRUSSTRATCOM is the SU ortL:-e-:drc-o_m_m_an_d'e_r____l'l"l!l_ _ _ _---1
.__---,----:---,---,-,---,------,--------,--------' will prescnbe
command relationships by scenario. See also Annex J (Command
Relationships).
(2) (U) Command Succession. Should USSTRATCOM (or
CDRUSSTRATCOM) become incapable of performing command functions,
succession to command will be as directed by ref (nn), and succession to
Continuity of Operations, USSTRATCOM (COPSTRAT) will be as directed by ref
(oo), Command Element Procedures.
b. (U) C4 Systems
(1 \ (S\ fbX1) sec 1.4(a) u~0v

I

b)(1)Soc 1.4(a) v=v
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